
Documents needed for Explosion-proof 
product CCC Certification  

 

1. Application documents 

(1)  Application form (signed by authorized signatory and stamped with the 

official seal). 

(2) Registration certificate of certification client, manufacture and 

production factory (such as business license, organization code certificate, 

etc.) 

(3) Factory inspection questionnaire (applicable when factory inspection is 

required). 

(4) Relevant agreements or contracts signed between certification client, 

manufacture and production factory. 

(5) For the change application, the supporting documents of the relevant 

change items. 

(6) Self-assessment report of the factory's quality assurance capability 

(applicable to the case where the initial factory inspection is not 

required).  

(7) Other application documents. 

2. Technical documents 

(1) Product description report, mainly including: technical parameters, 

structure, model description, key components and / or material list, 

assembly drawing, difference description of different specifications of 

products included in the same certification unit, etc. (fill in according to 

the fixed format file provided by CQC ). 

(2) The factory routine test report, the authenticity commitment, the key 

component and material qualification certificate (certificate or test 



report) of the sample for type test, etc. 

(3) Other technical documents：Enterprise standards, manuals, product 

mechanical drawings (assembly drawings, parts drawings, nameplate 

drawings), electrical schematic diagrams, component detail lists, PCB 

layouts, piping diagrams and circuit diagrams of protection systems for 

positive pressure products⑪. Liquid immersion type "o", sand filling type 

"q", potting type "m" bill of materials and process files. 

(4) Provide CCC certificate if the supporting products have obtained it. 

 

Additional note 

 Two copies, with official stamp. 

 Two copies, with official stamp. 

 Two copies, with official stamp.  

The enterprise standard is prepared in accordance with the requirements of GB / 

T1.1-2009, and the content should cover the basic parameters, technical requirements, test 

methods, inspection rules (routine test, confirmation test and type test) of the product 

and the requirements of transportation storage packaging. 

 The content of the manual should cover the basic parameters of the product, and the 

use method and precautions of the product should be clearly described, such as the 

installation position of the product. 

 The format of mechanical drawings are drawn in accordance with relevant national 

standards. 

 The final assembly drawing should include all the components, and one-to-one 

correspondence with the detailed parts list; the technical requirements of the final 

assembly drawing should include the product parameters and design requirements; the 

drawing of the final assembly drawing should accurately express the product structure, 

The relationship between the flameproof product and the flameproof product should be 



marked on the assembly drawing. 

 The parts drawing should reflect the product's structural dimensions, materials, and 

safety parameters. Flameproof products shall be marked with specific flameproof surface 

parameters. 

 The nameplate diagram shall reflect the installation location and method of the 

nameplate, the material and size of the nameplate, and the content of the nameplate shall 

include the Ex logo, product model, specifications, name, explosion-proof mark, 

explosion-proof certificate number and manufacturer. 

 The electrical schematic diagram of the intrinsically safe product should be clear and 

accurate, and the components in the detailed list should include the specific model, 

specifications, accuracy, and quantity, and correspond to the components in the electrical 

schematic diagram one by one. 

 The PCB layout should accurately express the position and connection relationship of 

each component. The technical requirements should clearly indicate the PCB material, size, 

design process, and the size and spacing of the printed lines. 

⑪ The piping diagram of the positive pressure product should cover all the components 

and connection relationships of the protected system; the circuit diagram is clear and 

accurate, indicating the parameters of each electrical component. 


